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Abstract

Federated Learning (FL) enables training Artificial Intelligence (AI) models over end devices without compromising their privacy. As computing tasks are increasingly performed by a combination of cloud, edge, and end devices, FL can benefit from this End-Edge-Cloud Collaboration (EECC) paradigm to achieve collaborative device-scale expansion with real-time access. Although Hierarchical Federated Learning (HFL) supports multi-tier model aggregation suitable for EECC, prior works assume the same model structure on all computing nodes, constraining the model scale by the weakest end devices. To address this issue, we propose Agglomerative Federated Learning (FedAgg), which is a novel EECC-empowered FL framework that allows the trained models from end, edge, to cloud to grow larger in size and stronger in generalization ability. FedAgg recursively organizes computing nodes among all tiers based on Bridge Sample Based Online Distillation Protocol (BSBODP), which enables every pair of parent-child computing nodes to mutually transfer and distill knowledge extracted from generated bridge samples. This design enhances the performance by exploiting the potential of larger models, with privacy constraints of FL and flexibility requirements of EECC both satisfied. Experiments under various settings demonstrate that FedAgg outperforms state-of-the-art methods by an average of 4.53% accuracy gains and remarkable improvements in convergence rate. Our code is available at https://github.com/wuzhiyuan2000/FedAgg.
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Abstract—Federated Learning (FL) enables training Artificial Intelligence (AI) models over end devices without compromising their privacy. As computing tasks are increasingly performed by a combination of cloud, edge, and end devices, FL can benefit from this End-Edge-Cloud Collaboration (EECC) paradigm to achieve collaborative device-scale expansion with real-time access. Although Hierarchical Federated Learning (HFL) supports multi-tier model aggregation suitable for EECC, prior works assume the same model structure on all computing nodes, constraining the model scale by the weakest end devices. To address this issue, we propose Agglomerative Federated Learning (FedAgg), which is a novel EECC-empowered FL framework that allows the trained models from end, edge, to cloud to grow larger in size and stronger in generalization ability. FedAgg recursively organizes computing nodes among all tiers based on Bridge Sample Based Online Distillation Protocol (BSBODP), which enables every pair of parent-child computing nodes to mutually transfer and distill knowledge extracted from generated bridge samples. This design enhances the performance by exploiting the potential of larger models, with privacy constraints of FL and flexibility requirements of EECC both satisfied. Experiments under various settings demonstrate that FedAgg outperforms state-of-the-art methods by an average of 4.53\% accuracy gains and remarkable improvements in convergence rate. Our code is available at \url{https://github.com/wuzhiyuan2000/FedAgg}.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Federated Learning (FL)\cite{1,2} has emerged as a promising technique for various Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications\cite{3,4} since it enables collaborative training of AI models over end devices without exchanging their raw data, ensuring both high model performance and data privacy. As the mainstream computing paradigm shifts from centralized cloud computing to decentralized End-Edge-Cloud Collaboration (EECC)\cite{5}, large-scale computing tasks are increasingly performed by a combination of centralized cloud servers, bridge edge servers, and a large number of end devices instead of relying solely on the cloud. FL can benefit from this more distributed computing paradigm to fully exploit pervasive devices and rapidly access large amounts of data for delivering real-time services\cite{6}. However, prevailing FL methods\cite{7,8,9} adopt a simple client-server architecture with two tiers (also called levels), where the server is either on the cloud or the edge. The server collaborates with end devices (also called clients) by iteratively aggregating model parameters uploaded from devices and dispatching the updated global model to all devices. These FL methods are not suitable for EECC paradigm, which requires multi-level collaboration among computing nodes.

Fortunately, Hierarchical Federated Learning (HFL)\cite{10} is proposed to support multi-tier model aggregation in FL, from underlying devices to the bridged edge servers and the cloud servers. This manner brings the advantages of device-scale expansion with multi-level collaboration. When implementing HFL with EECC, computing power heterogeneity across end, edge, and cloud nodes should be taken into consideration to fully unleash the potential of EECC. Specifically, cloud servers are equipped with powerful computing capabilities and storage resources, which outperform edge servers, and end devices possess relatively constrained resources\cite{11}. However, existing HFL methods\cite{10,12,13,14} require imposing the same model structure on all computing nodes for model aggregation, inevitably limiting the scale of trained models by the weakest end devices due to the bottleneck effect and encountering resource under-utilization over edge and cloud computing nodes. To take full advantage of the computation superiority of edge and cloud nodes over end devices, it is critical to deploy appropriate models on end, edge, and cloud nodes that are compatible with their computation capability and also achieve model-agnostic\cite{15} collaborative training in EECC-empowered FL methods. In this way, larger models can be trained on the edge and cloud nodes with stronger characterization and generalization ability to achieve performance improvement.

To this end, we propose a novel FL framework suitable for EECC paradigm, named Agglomerative Federated Learn-
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The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel FL framework suitable for EECC paradigm, named Agglomerative Federated Learning (FedAgg), which recursively organizes computing nodes via a customized interaction protocol and enables models trained on the end, edge, and cloud nodes to grow larger in size and stronger in generalization ability.

• We design the Bridge Sample Based Online Distillation Protocol (BSBODP) to achieve model-agnostic collaborative training among interacted nodes via online distillation over generated bridge samples.

• We validate the effectiveness of FedAgg in an end-edge-cloud architecture over CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. Empirical results demonstrate that FedAgg achieves superior accuracy and significantly faster convergence compared with related state-of-the-art methods.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Hierarchical Federated Learning

Hierarchical Federated Learning (HFL) is first proposed by Liu [10], where the established end-edge-cloud FL architecture combines the advantages of both massive data coverage of cloud computing and low communication latency of edge computing. Following Liu [10], a series of works [12]–[14] are proposed to accelerate the training process or improve the system performance of HFL by building clients’ cluster topology and performing hierarchical aggregation on top of local training, taking into account the computing and communication capability [12], [13] as well as data distribution and mobility [14] of end devices. In particular, Nguyen [16] proposes a novel hierarchical distributed learning framework inspired by democratized learning [17], which extends conventional HFL through a self-organizing hierarchical structure based on agglomerative clustering, and enhances both local personalization and global generalization in distributed training. However, all the above methods require participating computing nodes to adopt the same model structure, which limits the model scale to the capability of end devices and wastes the resources of edge and cloud nodes with substantial computing power.

B. Training Larger Model in Federated Learning

With sufficient training data, increasing model size is a common way of improving model accuracy and generalization ability in deep learning [18]. However, prevailing FL approaches [7]–[9] require homogeneous models to be adopted in both the powerful central server and the resource-limited end devices, which prevents the training of larger models beyond the maximum capability of end devices. To address this challenge, prior works [19]–[24] propose two types of solutions to train larger models that surpass the resource limits of devices, one based on partial training and the other based on knowledge distillation. In particular, partial training-based approaches [19], [20] divide the complete global model into multiple sub-models and then train these sub-models on multiple clients in parallel, thereby allowing the model on server obtained by collaborative training to exceed the size of the largest model on clients. Knowledge distillation-based approaches [21]–[24] leverage the model output of clients as a regularization term for the server-side model training, thereby achieving the transfer of integrated representation learned by clients on decentralized private data. However, the above methods are designed for two-tier architectures and cannot support collaborative model training empowered by end-edge-cloud networks. Therefore, the applicability of the aforementioned works is highly restricted.

III. PRELIMINARY

A. End-Edge-Cloud Collaboration

End-Edge-Cloud Collaboration (EECC) is an emerging computing paradigm that coordinates multi-level heterogeneous computing nodes including central cloud servers, numerous edge servers, and massively distributed end devices, aiming to collaboratively work on large-scale computing tasks. In general, end devices are at the periphery of the network, generating data to perform data-relevant AI applications. Edge servers bridge to connect end devices and cloud servers, distributed at intermediate locations along the network. Cloud servers are equipped with sufficient computation and storage resources, enabling the coordination of underlying end devices and edge servers.

We consider a typical End-Edge-Cloud Network (EEC-NET) with a tree topology (shown in Fig. 1) denoted as $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of computing nodes and $E$ is the set of communication links. The entire EEC-NET $G$
has only one root node $r \in V$ and contains one or more leaf nodes that form a set $\mathcal{L} \subset V$. Each computing node $v \in V$ except leaf nodes has one or more children, and all of which form a set $\text{Child}(v)$. Any computing node $v \in V$ except the root node has one parent $\text{Parent}(v)$. Besides, we define $\text{Leaf}(v)$ to be all the leaf nodes of the sub-tree that seeks the computing node $v$ as its root, and hence we have $\text{Leaf}(r) = \mathcal{L}$. Without loss of generality, the computing nodes in EEC-NET are arranged by levels. Assuming a EEC-NET $G$ have a total of $T$ tiers, and the computing nodes in tier $t \in \{1, 2, ..., T\}$ form a set $\mathcal{V}_t$, so that we have $\mathcal{V}_T = \mathcal{L}$ and $\mathcal{V}_1 = \{r\}$. For flexibility reasons, EECC should take into account the dynamic migration of computing nodes caused by manifold factors such as uneven load distribution, unreliable network connections, node failures, etc. Specifically, each node should be able to flexibly switch to different parent nodes at the same level, as shown in Fig. 1.

### B. Hierarchical Federated Learning Empowered by End-Edge-Cloud Collaboration

Assume $K = |\mathcal{L}|$ end devices (called clients) participate in Hierarchical Federated Learning (HFL) over an EEC-NET, and each client $k \in \{1, 2, ..., K\}$ owns a local dataset $\mathcal{D}^k = \bigcup_{i=1}^{N^k} \{(X_i^k, y_i^k)\}$, in which $N^k$ is the number of samples in $\mathcal{D}^k$, and $X_i^k, y_i^k$ are the data and label of the $i$-th sample in $\mathcal{D}^k$, respectively. Besides, each node $v \in V$ holds a model $\text{Model}(v)$ with parameters $W^v$, and enables to exchange information with its parent and child nodes, i.e., $\{\text{Parent}(v)\} \cup \text{Child}(v)$. Our goal is to obtain the model in the root node $\text{Model}(r)$ that minimizes its training loss $L_{\text{train}}(\cdot)$ over all private data on devices, that is:

$$\arg\min_{W^r} L_{\text{train}}\left(\bigcup_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{D}^k; W^r\right). \quad (1)$$

To fully exploit heterogeneous resources and accommodate the differentiated capabilities of end, edge, and cloud computing nodes, the edge and cloud servers with powerful computation resources should deploy larger models than end devices to enhance performance by capturing more complex and generalized patterns from private data, while the model size on end nodes with limited capability should be reduced accordingly, as shown in Fig. 2.

### C. Interaction Protocols in Federated Learning

Interaction protocols in FL are rules of information exchange between computing nodes in an FL system, including rules for both content transfer and parameters update. Prevailing FL interaction protocols are based on parameters interaction like FedAvg [7], where upper-level nodes aggregate and distribute model parameters from and to lower-level nodes. However, this protocol requires all computing nodes to deploy a model with the same structure, which limits the model size on the cloud or the edge by the capacity of end devices.

### IV. Agglomerative Federated Learning

#### A. Motivation and Overview

Considering the intrinsic property of EECC, lower-level end devices possess abundant data but limited computing resources, while the upper-level nodes have powerful computation ability but no data. In order to access local data directly and meet the privacy requirements of FL, existing EECC-empowered FL methods [10], [12]–[14] conduct model training on end devices and only perform model aggregation on the edge and cloud. However, this manner requires the same model structure to be adopted among all computing nodes, thereby limiting the scale of trained models by the weakest end devices and encountering computation capability waste of edge and cloud nodes.

To exploit the powerful computation of edge and cloud nodes, we prompt the intuitive motivation of training larger...
B. Bridge Sample Based Online Distillation Protocol

Fig. 3 illustrates the overview of our designed BSBODP, where each computing node preserves a pre-trained decoder and a conventional complete model (the model to be trained on the computing node). In particular, each leaf computing node additionally preserves a pre-trained encoder (forms a pre-trained autoencoder with the aforementioned decoder) for encoding local data into embeddings, which will be transmitted to its parent node until reaching the root node. During the execution phase, each computing node utilizes the decoder to generate bridge samples that match the data distribution of its corresponding leaf nodes based on the embeddings encoded from private data or uploaded by sub-nodes. These bridge samples are used as intermediaries to conduct online distillation between every pair of parent-child computing nodes aligned by the same embedding. As illustrated in Fig. 3, it is difficult to recover raw information from the embeddings of private samples since the embeddings are generated based on an extremely lightweight autoencoder (<50K model parameters) that are pre-trained on a super large open dataset (such as models on edge and cloud nodes than end devices for achieving higher accuracy with stronger generalization abilities. A feasible way to realize this idea is to conduct online distillation [25], [26] as an interaction protocol among computing nodes at different tiers, which enables different nodes to train models with heterogeneous structures via iteratively exchanging the logits (also called knowledge) between two nodes to guide reciprocal model training. However, directly integrating online distillation into EECC-powered FL may raise privacy concerns about sharing data on devices, as the same sample is required to extract logits across different computing nodes. To overcome this, we design a new interaction protocol named Bridge Sample Based Online Distillation Protocol (BSBODP), which employs fake data as a bridge to transfer knowledge across multi-level nodes with the assistance of a lightweight pre-trained autoencoder. This fake data is generated by the decoder from either encoded or received embeddings, allowing for computing logits without revealing raw data on devices.

Given a multi-tier architecture in EECC, each node can adopt a model structure that matches its own computing power, and the lower-level nodes can iteratively transfer their learned representations to the upper-level nodes via BSBODP. Therefore, the model on the cloud can eventually integrate the knowledge of all nodes and achieve satisfactory performance with sufficient capacity. Based on this concept, we propose Agglomerative Federated Learning (FedAgg), which enables the training of larger models with better performance on powerful cloud and edge nodes than on resource-limited end devices via agglomerating knowledge generated by ever-expanding models from bottom to top in the multi-tier architecture in EECC. By leveraging the advantages of knowledge agglomeration, FedAgg enables the trained models from the bottom to the top to grow in size and generalization ability without violating the privacy principle in FL. Moreover, FedAgg can also handle scenarios where any computing nodes dynamically change their parents within the same tier, which ensures deployment flexibility in a realistic EEC-NET.

Fig. 4. Comparison of private samples and bridge samples.
Algorithm 1: Bridge Sample Based Online Distillation Protocol (BSBODP)

Input: $v^1, v^2$
Output: Trained $Model(v^1)$, $Model(v^2)$

1: **procedure** BSBODP($v^1$, $v^2$)
2: \hspace{1cm} BSBODP-DIRECTIONAL($v^1$, $v^2$)
3: \hspace{1cm} BSBODP-DIRECTIONAL($v^2$, $v^1$)
4: \hspace{1cm} return $Model(v^1)$, $Model(v^2)$
5: **end procedure**
6: **procedure** BSBODP-DIRECTIONAL($v^S$, $v^T$)
7: \hspace{1cm} $v^T$ generates bridge samples $dec(\varepsilon)$ from all stored embeddings $\varepsilon$
8: \hspace{1cm} $v^T$ extracts logits $z^T = f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)$ on bridge samples, and transmits the results to $v^S$
9: \hspace{1cm} if $v^S \in L$ then
10: \hspace{2cm} Optimize $W^v$ according to Eq. (2)
11: \hspace{1cm} else
12: \hspace{2cm} Optimize $W^v$ according to Eq. (4)
13: **end procedure**

ImageNet [27]). As the autoencoder is not able to capture the fine-grained features and reconstruct training samples from them, bridge sample generation and distillation will not reveal data privacy.

We formulate the process of BSBODP as follows: the decoder on each computing node is defined as $dec(\cdot)$, and the encoder on each leaf computing node is defined as $enc(\cdot)$. In addition, the model to be trained on any computing node $Model(v^T)$, $v^T \in \mathcal{V}$ can give an inference on the input data via $f(\cdot; W^v)$. When performing upward knowledge distillation, the child node in any pair of parent-child computing nodes acts as the teacher $v^T$, and the parent node acts as the student $v^S$. When performing downward knowledge distillation, the roles are reversed. Specifically, each model on non-leaf student computing node $Model(v^S)$, $\forall v^S \notin L$ distills the knowledge from the model on its teacher $Model(v^T)$ over the bridge samples that are generated from the embeddings $\varepsilon$ corresponding to $\bigcup_{u \in \text{Leaf}(v^T)} D^u \cap \bigcup_{u \in \text{Leaf}(v^S)} D^u$. With generated bridge samples as intermediates, $Model(v^S)$ is optimized according to the non-leaf distillation loss as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\min_{W \in \mathbb{S}} L_{\text{non-leaf}} &= \min_{W \in \mathbb{S}} [L_{CE}(\tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)); y^\varepsilon) + \\
&+ \beta \cdot KL(\tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)); \tau(z^T))] \\
&= \min_{W \in \mathbb{S}} [L_{CE}(\tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)); y^\varepsilon) + \\
&+ \beta \cdot KL(\tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)); \tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)^T))] \\
&= \min_{W \in \mathbb{S}} [L_{CE}(\tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)); y^\varepsilon) + \\
&+ \beta \cdot KL(\tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)); \tau(f(dec(\varepsilon); W^v)^T))],
\end{align*}
$$

where $L_{CE}(\cdot)$ is the cross-entropy loss function, $KL(\cdot)$ is the Kullback-Leibler divergence loss function, and $\beta$ is the distillation weight. Moreover, $y^\varepsilon$ and $z^T$ are the labels and extracted logits of bridge samples corresponding to embeddings $\varepsilon$ uploaded from child nodes, and $\varepsilon$ is ultimately generated at the leaf nodes according to the following equation:

$$
\varepsilon = enc(X^*), \forall (X^*, y^\varepsilon) \in \bigcup_{u \in \text{Leaf}(v^T)} D^u \cap \bigcup_{u \in \text{Leaf}(v^S)} D^u.
$$

Moreover, each model on leaf student computing node $Model(v^S)$, $\forall v^S \in L$ is optimized subject to a linear combination of the non-leaf distillation loss over generated bridge samples and the local training losses (controlled by a weight $\gamma$) over private samples $(X^*, y^*) \in D^{v^S}$, that is:

$$
\begin{align*}
\min_{W \in \mathbb{S}} L_{\text{leaf}} &= \min_{W \in \mathbb{S}} [L_{CE}(f(X^*; W^v); y^*) + \gamma \cdot L_{\text{non-leaf}}] \\
&= \min_{W \in \mathbb{S}} L_{CE}(f(X^*; W^v); y^*) + \gamma \cdot L_{\text{non-leaf}},
\end{align*}
$$

Algorithm 2: Agglomerative Federated Learning (FedAgg)

Input: $\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}$
Output: Trained $Model(v^*)$, $\forall v^* \in \mathcal{V}$

1: **procedure** FedAgg($\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}$)
2: \hspace{1cm} INIT($r, \mathcal{E}$)
3: \hspace{1cm} while do not reach maximum epoches do
4: \hspace{2cm} FedAggTrain($r, \mathcal{E}$)
5: \hspace{1cm} **end procedure**
6: **procedure** FedAggTrain($v^*$, $\mathcal{E}$)
7: \hspace{1cm} if $v^* = r$ then
8: \hspace{2cm} INIT($u, \mathcal{E}$)
9: \hspace{2cm} Receive and store embeddings $\varepsilon$ with corresponding labels from $u$
10: \hspace{2cm} **end**
11: \hspace{1cm} else if $v^* \in L$ then
12: \hspace{2cm} Extract and store embeddings $\varepsilon$ via $enc(X^*), \forall X^* \in D^{v^*}$
13: \hspace{2cm} Transmit embeddings $\varepsilon$ with corresponding labels to $Parent(v^*)$
14: \hspace{2cm} **end**
15: \hspace{1cm} else
16: \hspace{2cm} for $u \in Child(v^*)$ in parallel do
17: \hspace{3cm} INIT($u, \mathcal{E}$)
18: \hspace{3cm} Receive and store embeddings $\varepsilon$ from $u$
19: \hspace{3cm} Send embeddings $\varepsilon$ with corresponding labels to $Parent(v^*)$
20: \hspace{2cm} **end**
21: \hspace{1cm} **end**
22: \hspace{1cm} FedAggTrain($u, \mathcal{E}$)
23: \hspace{1cm} **end**
24: \hspace{1cm} else
25: \hspace{2cm} for $u \in Child(v^*)$ in parallel do
26: \hspace{3cm} FedAggTrain($u, \mathcal{E}$)
27: \hspace{3cm} BSBODP($v^*, Parent(v^*)$)
28: \hspace{2cm} **end**
29: **end**
30: **end procedure**
Once the above steps are completed, \( v^S \) and \( v^T \) need to swap their roles and optimize in the opposite direction following the above constraints, as shown in Algorithm 1. Thereafter, the models to be trained on every pair of parent-child computing nodes can learn from each other, and the representation learned through knowledge distillation can be propagated to the model on the cloud tier by tier, starting from the leaf nodes.

C. Recursive Agglomeration in End-Edge-Cloud Networks

Considering FL in an EEC-NET where computing nodes are organized in a tree topology, we propose the FedAgg framework, which applies BSBODP to achieve collaborative training over every pair of parent-child computing nodes, recursively distilling knowledge from bottom to top in an agglomerative manner, as formulated in Algorithm 2. Specifically, FedAgg includes two main phases: initialization and recursive training with BSBODP. In the initialization phase, leaf nodes generate embeddings using their pre-trained encoders and send them up to the root node. In the training phase, each node recursively distills the knowledge from the sub-tree that seeks it as the root, and passes the newly extracted knowledge to its parent, applying BSBODP to enable interaction between parent-child pairs. This process starts from the leaf nodes and ends with the cloud server, where the model on the cloud is updated with the learned knowledge from all tiers. Due to the nature of EEC-NET’s computing resources and the model-agnostic property of BSBODP, the upper-level nodes can deploy larger models and integrate more knowledge from lower-level nodes to achieve superior performance, and the largest model (i.e. the model on the cloud) is exactly the model that we want to gain through collaborative training.

D. Deployment Flexibility Guarantees of Agglomerative Federated Learning

FedAgg supports the dynamic migration of computing nodes to guarantee deployment flexibility in an EEC-NET, where various factors such as load balancing, connection unreliability, and node failures, may require computing nodes to switch to a different parent at the same level. To demonstrate the advantage of FedAgg in handling dynamic migration of computing nodes, we classify existing FL interaction protocols that potentially support hierarchical collaborative model training into two types based on their constraints on model structures of the interacting computing nodes: equivalence interaction protocols and partial order interaction protocols. In the following part, we will give formal definitions of these two types of interaction protocols, and prove that equivalence interaction protocols, including our proposed BSBODP adopted by FedAgg, provide better support for dynamic migration of computing nodes.

**Definition 1. (Equivalence Interaction Protocol).** Consider an EEC-NET with a tree topology formulated in section III-A, we define a binary relation \( R \) over any pair of parent-child computing nodes. The sufficient necessary condition for an equivalence interaction protocol is defined as follows:

\[
< \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^j) > \in R, \forall v^i, v^j \in \mathcal{V},
\]

\[
< \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^j) > \in R \land v^i \neq v^j \rightarrow < \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^j) > \in R, \forall v^i, v^j \in \mathcal{V},
\]

\[
< \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^j) > \in R \land < \text{Model}(v^j), \text{Model}(v^k) > \in R \rightarrow < \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^k) > \in R, \forall v^i, v^j, v^k \in \mathcal{V},
\]

that is:

\[
\text{Model}(v^i) \sim \text{Model}(v^j), \forall v^j, v^j > \in \mathcal{E}.
\]

According to our definition, we can easily prove that the followings are equivalent interaction protocols: 1) the same model structure is adopted on the parent and child computing nodes, i.e. \( \text{Model}(v^i) = \text{Model}(v^j), \forall v^i, v^j > \in \mathcal{E} \), which is represented by FedAvg [7]; 2) model-agnostic interaction protocols that do not impose restrictions on the model structures of parent and child computing nodes, i.e. \( \text{Model}(v^i) \perp \text{Model}(v^j), \forall v^i, v^j > \in \mathcal{E} \), which is represented by BSBODP.

**Definition 2. (Partial Order Interaction Protocol).** Consider an EEC-NET with a tree topology formulated in section III-A, we define a binary relation \( R \) over any pair of parent-child computing nodes. The sufficient necessary condition of a partial order interaction protocol is defined as follows:

\[
< \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^j) > \in R, \forall v^i, v^j \in \mathcal{V},
\]

\[
< \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^j) > \in R \land \text{Model}(v^i) > \in R \rightarrow v^i = v^j, \forall v^i, v^j \in \mathcal{V},
\]

\[
< \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^j) > \in R \land < \text{Model}(v^j), \text{Model}(v^k) > \in R \rightarrow < \text{Model}(v^i), \text{Model}(v^k) > \in R, \forall v^i, v^j, v^k \in \mathcal{V},
\]

that is:

\[
\text{Model}(v^i) \preceq \text{Model}(v^j), \forall v^j, v^j > \in \mathcal{E}.
\]

We can also prove that partial training-based interaction protocols [19], [20], which require the model on the child node to be a sub-model of that on the parent node, i.e. \( \text{Model}(v^i) \subseteq \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^j)), \forall v^i, \text{Parent}(v^j) > \in \mathcal{E} \) are partial order interaction protocols.

**Theorem 1.** HFL methods based on equivalence interaction protocols allow the parent of any \( v^i \) switch to Parent(\( v^j \)), where Parent(\( v^i \)) and Parent(\( v^j \)) are at the same level, i.e. \( \text{Model}(v^i) \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^j)), \forall v^i, v^j > \in \mathcal{V}, t \in \{2, 3, ..., T\} \).

Proof. Case 1.1. When \( v^1, v^2 > \in \mathcal{V}_2 \), we have:

\[
\text{Parent}(v^1) = \text{Parent}(v^2) = r.
\]

Hence, \( v^1 \) and \( v^2 \) have the same parent node, and there is no dynamic migration of computing nodes in this case.
When \( v^1, v^2 \in \mathcal{V}_t, t \geq 3 \), we first define
\[
\text{Parent}^n(\cdot) = \text{Parent} (\text{Parent}(\ldots \text{Parent}(\cdot) \ldots)),
\]
then, we have:
\[
\text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^1)) \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}^2(v^1)) \sim \cdots \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}^{t-1}(v^1)) = r,
\]
and
\[
\text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^2)) \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}^2(v^2)) \sim \cdots \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}^{t-1}(v^2)) = r.
\]
And then,
\[
\text{Model}(v^1) \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^1)) \sim r \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^2)),
\]
that is:
\[
\text{Model}(v^1) \sim \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^2)).
\]
Therefore, the computing node \( v^1 \) is allowed to become a child of \( \text{Parent}(v^2) \), i.e. dynamic migration of computing nodes at the same level is allowed. □

**Theorem 2.** HFL methods based on partial order interaction protocols do not necessarily allow the parent of any \( v^1 \) switch to \( \text{Parent}(v^2) \), where \( \text{Parent}(v^1) \) and \( \text{Parent}(v^2) \) are at the same level, i.e. \( \sim \text{Model}(v^1) \leq \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^2)), \exists v^1, v^2 \in \mathcal{V}_t, t \in \{2, 3, \ldots, T\} \).

**Proof.**

**Case 2.1.** When \( v^1, v^2 \in \mathcal{V}_2 \), we have:
\[
\text{Parent}(v^2) = \text{Parent}(v^2) = r.
\]
Hence, \( v^1 \) and \( v^2 \) have the same parent node \( r \), and there is no dynamic migration of computing nodes in this case.

**Case 2.2.** When \( v^1, v^2 \in \mathcal{V}_t, t \geq 3 \), there are two sub-cases:
\[
\text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^1)) \leq \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^2)),
\]
and
\[
\text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^2)) \leq \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(v^1)).
\]
When Eq. (22) is satisfied, there exists a situation where computing node \( v^1 \) is not allowed to switch its parent to \( \text{Parent}(v^2) \). Instantiating \( \leq \) to the partial order relation over integers \( \leq \), we construct a tree topology \( 10(9(8, 7), 5(4, 3)) \) and set function \( \text{Model}(\cdot) \) to be a constant function, i.e. \( \text{Model}(x) = x, \forall x \). In our setting, the parent of 7 (\( v^1 \)) and 3 (\( v^2 \)) are at the same level and \( \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(3)) = 5 \leq 9 = \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(7)) \) satisfies Eq. (22). At this point, \( \sim \text{Model}(7) \leq \text{Model}(\text{Parent}(3)) \) is equivalent to \( \sim 7 \leq 5 \), which is apparently true. Hence, dynamic migration of computing nodes at the same level is not necessarily allowed. □

**V. Experiments**

**A. Experiment Setup**

1) **Experimental Setting:** Our experiments are conducted based on FedML [28], which is a research library for FL.

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Structure</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Feature Extractor</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-Layer-CNN</td>
<td>M¹</td>
<td>9.31K</td>
<td>10.88K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-10</td>
<td>M²</td>
<td>4.67M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
<td>M³</td>
<td>10.65M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use the common CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets [29], which are partitioned into \( K \) non-independent and identically distributed parts as private datasets of \( K \) different devices. The number of clients is set as \( K \in \{225, 400\} \) and \( K \in \{144, 196, 225\} \) on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets, respectively. Following [24], we adopt a hyper-parameter \( \alpha \) pre-set up in FedML to control the degree of data heterogeneity among devices. In our experiments, we set the values of \( \alpha \in \{1.0, 3.0\} \) corresponding to the high and low degrees of data heterogeneity, respectively. In terms of network topology, we consider a three-tier tree-structured EEC-NET in our experiments, from bottom to top are end devices, edge nodes, and cloud nodes, where the number of edge servers is set to \( \sqrt{K} \) and only one cloud server is considered. Each end device is either coordinated by an edge server or connected directly to the cloud server. Regarding model structures, we deploy the same lightweight 6-layer autoencoder pre-trained on ImageNet [27] on all the end devices and the decoder part of the autoencoder on other computing nodes. In addition, 3-layer-Convolutional Neural Networks (3-layer-CNN), ResNet-10 and ResNet-18 [30] with small to large model sizes are deployed on the end, edge, and cloud nodes respectively, fitting the capability of computing nodes across different tiers. The configurations of model structures can be found in TABLE I.

2) **Baselines and Criteria:** We compare our proposed FedAgg with four state-of-the-art algorithms, HierFAVG [10] and DemLearn [16], which support collaborative model training among multi-tier architectures; FedGKT [22] and FedDKC [24], which enables training larger models on the server side than that on the client side in a two-tier architecture. In our experiments, we assume that the servers in FedGKT and FedDKC are deployed on the cloud and directly communicate with end devices. In addition, system performance is evaluated by the test accuracy of the cloud-side model after convergence or within 500 communication rounds.

3) **Hyperparameters:** We conduct the learning rate of 0.001 with batch size 8 to all methods. Besides, personalized hyper-parameters are set as follows:

- HierFAVG adopts \( \kappa_1 = 1 \) and \( \kappa_2 = 1 \).
- DemLearn adopts the default hyper-parameters setting in [31].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>225 Clients</th>
<th>400 Clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>α = 3.0</td>
<td>α = 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HierFAVG</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>18.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DemLearn</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.55</td>
<td>32.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedGKT</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27.39</td>
<td>26.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedDKC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.43</td>
<td>30.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedAgg</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.76</td>
<td>33.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

Test accuracy (%) on CIFAR-10 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>225 Clients</th>
<th>400 Clients</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>α = 3.0</td>
<td>α = 1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HierFAVG</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.25</td>
<td>18.73</td>
<td>17.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DemLearn</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29.25</td>
<td>28.06</td>
<td>28.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedGKT</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.54</td>
<td>29.22</td>
<td>29.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedDKC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30.79</td>
<td>28.78</td>
<td>29.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedAgg</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.83</td>
<td>33.74</td>
<td>35.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>144 Clients</th>
<th>196 Clients</th>
<th>225 Clients</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>α = 3.0</td>
<td>α = 1.0</td>
<td>α = 3.0</td>
<td>α = 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HierFAVG</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>18.35</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedDKC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>12.52</td>
<td>12.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III**

Test accuracy (%) on CIFAR-100 dataset, taking α = 3.0.

- FedGKT adopts β = 1.5.
- FedDKC adopts KKR as the knowledge refinement strategy with β = 1.5 and T = 0.12.
- FedAgg adopt γ = 1, T = 3 and β = 10.

**B. Performance Evaluation**

1) Comparison of Test Accuracy: We compare FedAgg with HierFAVG, DemLearn, FedGKT, and FedDKC under different numbers of clients and data heterogeneity settings on CIFAR-10, and the results are shown in TABLE II. We can see that FedAgg achieves the highest accuracy in all settings, which outperforms the highest accuracy among HierFAVG, DemLearn, FedGKT, and FedDKC by 4.33%, 1.74%, 5.04% and 4.52% in experimental settings from left to right. These results not only show the better performance of FedAgg, but also demonstrate its ability to handle different data distributions and the varying number of clients. To further confirm the superiority of FedAgg under different organizing structures of clients, we compare the performance of FedAgg with HierFAVG and DemLearn on CIFAR-100 under varying numbers of hierarchical structure levels (lv ∈ {3, 5, 7, 10}) adopted in DemLearn. As shown in TABLE III, FedAgg outperforms the baseline algorithms in all experimental settings over CIFAR-100, which outperforms the highest accuracy among HierFAVG and DemLearn with varying hierarchical structures by 1.32%, 2.39%, 1.69% respectively in terms of 144, 196 and 225 clients. This demonstrates that FedAgg can benefit from exploiting the potential of deploying larger models on edge and cloud nodes in an EEC-NET, and is suitable for scenarios with different numbers of devices.

2) Convergence Rate: We evaluate the convergence rate of FedAgg against baseline algorithms on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets from two perspectives: the required communication rounds when reaching a given test accuracy, and the learning curves. TABLE IV and V show the communication rounds needed to reach a given test accuracy on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets, respectively. As shown in the two tables, FedAgg requires much fewer communication rounds to converge to a given test accuracy than all compared algorithms,
thus demonstrating remarkable improvements in convergence rate. Besides, Fig. 5 shows the learning curves under different degrees of data heterogeneity and varying numbers of clients on CIFAR-10, while Fig. 6 shows the learning curves under different organizing structures on CIFAR-100. From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we can conclude that FedAgg consistently outperforms the baseline algorithms in terms of test accuracy with the same number of communication rounds, and also guarantees faster convergence under various experimental settings.

VI. ABLATION STUDY

A. Effectiveness of Online Distillation

TABLE VI shows the impact of the distillation weight $\beta$ on the performance of the cloud-side model. We can observe that when $\beta$ is set to a relatively small value ($\beta = 0.1$), the performance of the cloud-side model is poor, which indicates the effectiveness of transferring knowledge from lower-level computing nodes through online distillation. However, when $\beta$ is set to a very large value ($\beta = 50$), the performance of the cloud-side model drops significantly due to the excessive weakening of cross-entropy-based optimization.

B. Tolerance to Device Heterogeneity

To examine the impact of heterogeneous on-device models on the system performance, we modify the model structure of 20% clients from $M^1$ to $M^2$, and compare their experimental results with those of all clients using the same model structure $M^1$, as shown in TABLE VII. The results demonstrate that the variation of the model structures on clients has a negligible effect on the performance of the cloud-side model. This implies that FedAgg can tolerate the heterogeneity of device-side models and is suitable for the EECC scenario where devices have different computing capabilities.

C. Smaller Cloud-side Models

We compare the performance of FedAgg using smaller cloud-side models $M^1$ and $M^2$ with that obtained by using a larger cloud model $M^3$, as shown in TABLE VIII. We observe that the performance of FedAgg drops significantly as the model size on the cloud decreases. This further confirms that our proposed FedAgg can achieve remarkable performance gains by enabling the deployment of larger models on the cloud than on end devices.
VII. CONCLUSION

To overcome the limitation of model scale on powerful edge and cloud computing nodes constrained by the weakest end devices in EECC-empowered FL, we propose a novel federated learning framework called Agglomerative Federated Learning (FedAgg), which allows the trained models from end devices, bridge edge servers, to cloud servers to grow larger in size and stronger in generalization ability. To be specific, FedAgg recursively distills knowledge from bottom to top in an agglomeration manner via our customized Bridge Sample Based Online Distillation Protocol (BSBODP), which can achieve model-agnostic interaction across every pair of parent-child computing nodes through online distillation over generated bridge samples. To our best knowledge, FedAgg is the first framework empowered by EECC that enables training larger models with ever-increasing capability tier by tier up to the cloud, and can achieve superior performance than related state-of-the-art methods in terms of test accuracy and convergence rate.
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